
Sample Submission to UWIR 2021 based on Issues being reported from the perspective of the 

farmer: 

While the UWIR and the Annual Reports are significant achievements in terms of adaptive 

management and data gathering and interpretation from Government / CSG Industry perspective, it 

fails to capture or relay the difficulties that the farmer expected to host this industry and its impacts 

are suffering from.   As a group PRA/BSA are calling on the powers that be in government and 

industry to expand their ‘consultative’ and regulatory activities to truly consider the other 

stakeholders in this equation, the landowner. 

See below a brief summary of some of the issues being reported by members to PRA/ BSA and issues 

that we recommend are addressed in this consultation version of the UWIR 2021 

Issues that farmers are facing with the implementation of the UWIR and resultant interaction with 

the industry: 

• In relation to farmer’s underground water rights prior to the Water Act 2012 (changed 

to encompass the CSG industry) – the changes on page 117 & 118 Section 8.4.2.6 

Establishment of water bore impairment must be retained and not removed by 

government or gas industry influence 

o rights to drill replacement bores at their own determination are subjugated / 

potentially removed  

o Under the Water Act prior to 2012, if a Farmer’s water bore was to collapse, he was 

able to drill a replacement bore in the same location, simply classified a 

‘replacement bore’.  Importantly, the farmer was able to make that decision at any 

time, a time suitable to his financial and operational needs.  This was lost/ failed to 

be accommodated when the Water Act was amended. 

o arbitrary ‘baseline assessments’ are now conducted by gas companies which are 

relied upon to determine make good agreements. 

o The amendments to the Water Act 2012 granted the gas companies unlimited take, 

which now means that a farmer’s bore is subject to predicted impacts from the gas 

industry activities and such impacts will make the bore subject to make good 

arrangements.  An arbitrary baseline assessment is required to be undertaken by the 

gas company on the farmer’s water bores in the impacted area:  arbitrary because, 

Gas industry ‘baseline assessment’ becomes the status of the bore that forms the 

basis for any make good valuation.   

o The implications of this are: 

▪ A baseline assessment on a collapsed bore, before it can be refurbished, will 

mean the bore is listed as nonoperational and therefore reduces his make 

good entitlement significantly.   

▪ If the farmer decides to drill a bore next to the old one, once considered a 

replacement bore, it is now considered a ‘new bore’ and will not be subject 

to the same make good arrangements as the current bore.  Consequently, 

since 2012 he has lost his right to drill a replacement bore at his 

convenience. 

• 8.4.2.7 Make good agreement refers to ‘replacement bore’ in a way that is different to 

the definition and the issues addressed above. 

• Baseline Bore Assessments conducted en-mass by the gas companies 

o Who is checking the voracity of the reports? 



o If a farmer is not satisfied that the report by the company is correct, he must fund 

his own expert investigation costs. 

o During a review cycle, the farming community requested that 10% of bore 

assessments undergo field verification is that occurring, who is checking 

o The need to undertake additional monitoring and management of their bores in 

direct relation to the CSG Industry costs farmers, this is an additional impost that 

would not be present if not for the CSG industry.  Farmers should be provided 

financial support in relation to the additional costs to their bottom line. 

• Inconsistent implementation (as it suits the industry) 

o Some farmers are provided a make good agreement on a bore that is Not classified 

IAA,  

o Others are offered a make good agreement on bores that have not undergone a 

baseline assessment  

o Others are told that a make good will not be done until the bore undergoes a 

baseline assessment 

• Farmers must deal with the responsible tenure holder for make good, but impacts to 

water bores could be from neighbouring tenure holders, enabling tenure holders to 

refuse to address an IAA because their individual modelling shows they are not 

undertaking work in the area for a long period of time. With Arrow having the vast 

majority of responsible tenure holder bores that must be made good on, how will this 

major financial impact on Arrow be managed and overseen to ensure that Arrow are not 

playing with the facts such as not having wells in the area to not make good on the 

bores.  

• Some neighbouring tenure holders have been known to shut in and plug and make good 

on water bores despite the bore not being on their tenure. 

• Impacts from CSG activity are not limited to drops in water level, free gas (increase in 

methane in the head space of the bore and dissolved in the water) is also considered as 

an impact (and has serious health and safety implications for the farmer).  However, to 

date the UWIRs are not capturing this information in their reporting in relation to the 

modelling, nor in relation to the number of make good agreements that have been 

undertaken in relation to free gas.   

• Subsidence – Since late 2020, matters relating to subsidence have gained significant 

attention from landholders of cropping lands on the western edge of the Condamine 

Alluvium. In particular, there are concerns about how baseline conditions can be 

established in cultivated areas, whether subsidence may have already occurred as a 

result of CSG development, and how subsidence can be remediated or managed, where 

there is material change.  OGIA have developed ongoing engagement process with 

landholders and commenced several research initiatives to improve assessment 

methods and the collective understanding of subsidence. The improvements specifically 

relate to addressing the difficulty of establishing a baseline in cropping lands, developing 

a monitoring strategy to identify CSG-induced subsidence, and improving the predictions 

of subsidence. It should be noted that while the assessment of subsidence is within the 

legislative scope of the UWIR, management actions in response to subsidence are 

currently beyond that scope.  The report acknowledges such subsidence could affect 

surface water drainage directions, which may have implications for irrigation and other 

farming practices. There should be no further gas activities in the areas to be greatest 

impacted by subsidence until there are satisfactory management actions that meet with 

agricultural values. 



 

• the industry owning the data on Lidar will mean there is no publicly available 

information, the landowners will be disadvantaged when it comes to baseline and 

proving impact. InSAR is not an accurate enough measure when it comes to individual 

level impacts.  

• What impact will the intense implementation of deviate drilling have on the modelling 

and the issues associated with methane migration 

• Why does the UWIR not also address methane migration data.  

• Why can’t the bore report data for individual bores also have a link to the data available 

from closest monitoring bores to give the bore owner more real time and local 

information. 

• With the significant competition for water between agriculture and the gas industry, 

there is an inexplicable deficit in the amount of existing water allocations for farmers 

and what water is actually available in the system.  How is the deficit in the famer’s 

allocation of water to be addressed? The gas companies cannot make good with water 

supplies that do not exist in the system.   

• The UWIR indicates that while other aquifers such as the Huttons are not impacted AS 

YET, it is likely that they will be in the future.  How is this to be managed when farmers 

who have been made good on or have existing wells in the Huttons are then impacted?  

 


